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: Pot Decoration Competitlon

: RDPS

I Friday, 3.,&J'qri2o1B, Zero period

: Class VII (A-E)

: Intra Class Activity

To encourage students to participate in different activities so as to bring out

thelr artistic talent.

To make the students fathom that they can be the best in whatever they do.

To appreciate their efforts and boost their confldence

To acquaint them with the use of pots in various ways in our daily life

DESCRIPTION:

"The monotony of life is coiored by practicing art"

Pot making and decoration in India can be traced back to the Harappan age Enough

evidences were found that indicate that pots were made and decorated all over India'

And this particular art has evolved over the centuries. It is of great importance today

as well because it keeps us connected to ouT roots and heritage

Keeping the same in mind, 'Pot Decoration'activity was conducted for Class VII (A-E)

wherein the students had to decorate an earthen pot in the best possible way

Students used a variety of material like acrylic paints, mirroTs and stars to decorate

their pots. They were very passionate about the activity They were well prepared and

performed the activity. Their efforts were praise worthy The activity helped them to

understand the impoftance of pottery and other clay materials in our daily life and

appreciate our heritage. The activity helped to bring out the hidden qualities and

talents of students. The best three pots from all the sections were awarded The

activity catered to the aesthetic, social and moral domains of the students'
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